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SCOTT 450 PODIUM JERSEY

240914

The 450 Podium jersey is highly ventilated and features padded elbows for additional comfort.
Year of product testing and rider-driven enhancements have resulted in this super-comfortable,
highly-functional jersey.
COMPOSITION:
SIZE: S-XXL

100% Polyester

grey/black - 1019

FEATURES:

++ Lycra collar
++ Large vented side panels
++ Raglan sleeve with padded elbow
++ Lycra cuff for snug fit
++ Silicon embossed drop tail for a grip fit

pink/green- 2393

SCOTT 450 PODIUM PANT

black/blue- 1004

green/blue - 2278

240920

The SCOTT 450 Pant is light and extremely breathable. The pant features premium Buffalo
leather knee reinforcement and is specially shaped for an aggressive riding stance. Other features
like a ½ length inner mesh liner and adjustable Velcro waist tabs make the SCOTT 450 pant the
most comfortable pant you’ll ever ride in.
CONSTRUCTION: 900D Nylon, ½ mesh liner,
leather inner knees, Nylon outer knee
COMPOSITION: 80% Polyester, 11% Rubber, 4%
Polyamide, 4% Buffalo, 1% Elastine
SIZE: 28-38

grey/black - 1019
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FEATURES:

++ Articulated pre bent fit
++ Large knee area will accommodate all MX
knee braces
++ Stretch inner liner
++ Laser cut perforated thigh panel
++ Silicon grip on inner waistband to eliminate
slippage due to gripper / step seats
++ Articulated velcro stretch waist closures for
a perfect adjustable fit
++ Nylon 900-D® inner lining on knee leather
to eliminate knee brace abrasion
++ Full mesh lower leg for maximum inner
boot air ventilation

pink/green- 2393

black/blue- 1004

green/blue - 2278
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SCOTT 350 DIRT JERSEY

240911

Lightweight and highly vented the 350 Dirt jersey will keep you cool on the bike. The athletic
design offers flexible mobility without any material bulkiness allowing for a comfortable, but
responsive fit.
COMPOSITION:
SIZE: S-XXL

100% Polyester

blue/yellow - 1054

FEATURES:

++ Dual layer V-neck collar
++ Raglan sleeve with padded elbow
++ Lycra cuff for a snug fit

blue/orange- 1454

SCOTT 350 DIRT PANT

black/yellow - 1040

grey/blue- 1100

240917

The SCOTT 350 Pant combines tough construction with stretch and vent panels for comfort no
matter how intense the race gets. It features leather inner knees backed with nylon for added
durability as well as ribbed spandex in the knees to accommodate knee braces.
CONSTRUCTION: 600D Nylon, Spandex, ¾
mesh liner, leather inner knees, ballistic nylon
outer knee
COMPOSITION: 80% Polyester, 9% Rubber, 5%
Polyamide, 4% Goat, 2% Elastine
SIZE: 28-38

blue/yellow - 1054
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FEATURES:

++ Articulated pre-bent fit in rider attack
position
++ Ribbed Spandex upper knee
++ Stamped Leather inner knees for durability
++ Natural lower leg cuff
++ Ultra-light TPR’s
++ Nylon 900-D inner lining on knee leather to
eliminate knee brace wear

blue/orange- 1454

black/yellow - 1040

grey/blue- 1100
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SCOTT 350 RACE JERSEY

240912

Lightweight and highly vented the 350 Race jersey will keep you cool on the bike. The athletic
design offers flexible mobility without any material bulkiness allowing for a comfortable, but
responsive fit.
COMPOSITION:
SIZE: S-XXL

100% Polyester

FEATURES:

++ Dual layer V-neck collar
++ Raglan sleeve with padded elbow
++ Lycra cuff for a snug fit

black/white- 1007

SCOTT 350 RACE PANT

green/blue- 2278

blue/orange - 1454

240918

The SCOTT 350 Pant combines tough construction with stretch and vent panels for comfort no
matter how intense the race gets. It features leather inner knees backed with nylon for added
durability as well as ribbed spandex in the knees to accommodate knee braces.
CONSTRUCTION: 600D Nylon, Spandex, ¾
mesh liner, leather inner knees, ballistic nylon
outer knee
COMPOSITION: 80% Polyester, 9% Rubber, 5%
Polyamide, 4% Goat, 2% Elastine
SIZE: 28-38

FEATURES:

++ Articulated pre-bent fit in rider attack
position
++ Ribbed Spandex upper knee
++ Stamped Leather inner knees for durability
++ Natural lower leg cuff
++ Ultra-light TPR’s
++ Nylon 900-D inner lining on knee leather to
eliminate knee brace wear

black/white- 1007
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green/blue- 2278

blue/orange - 1454
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SCOTT 350 TRACK JERSEY

240913

Lightweight and highly vented the 350 Track jersey will keep you cool on the bike. The athletic
design offers flexible mobility without any material bulkiness allowing for a comfortable, but
responsive fit.
COMPOSITION:
SIZE: S-XXL

100% Polyester

FEATURES:

++ Dual layer V-neck collar
++ Raglan sleeve with padded elbow
++ Lycra cuff for a snug fit

blue/orange - 1454

SCOTT 350 TRACK PANT

blue/red- 1105

black/green- 1043

240919

The SCOTT 350 Pant combines tough construction with stretch and vent panels for comfort no
matter how intense the race gets. It features leather inner knees backed with nylon for added
durability as well as ribbed spandex in the knees to accommodate knee braces.
CONSTRUCTION: 600D Nylon, Spandex, ¾
mesh liner, leather inner knees, ballistic nylon
outer knee
COMPOSITION: 80% Polyester, 9% Rubber, 5%
Polyamide, 4% Goat, 2% Elastine
SIZE: 28-38

FEATURES:

++ Articulated pre-bent fit in rider attack
position
++ Ribbed Spandex upper knee
++ Stamped Leather inner knees for durability
++ Natural lower leg cuff
++ Ultra-light TPR’s
++ Nylon 900-D inner lining on knee leather to
eliminate knee brace wear

blue/orange - 1454
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blue/red- 1105

black/green- 1043
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01. Stamped Leather inner knees for durability

06. Micro Adjustment Ratchet Closure

02. Large vented side panels

07. Silicon embossed drop tail for a grip fit

03. Ribbed Spandex upper knee

08. Lycra cuff for snug fit

04. Nylon 900-D inner lining on knee leather to eliminate knee
brace wear
05. Lycra collar
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09. Stretch inner liner
10. Silicon grip on inner waistband to eliminate slippage due to
gripper / step seats
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SCOTT 350 NB JACKET

225498

The SCOTT 350 Neck Brace Jacket has all the same features as the SCOTT 350 Jacket but with a
built-in neck brace cover that keeps out the elements and can be rolled down and snapped to the
collar in warm weather.
COMPOSITION:
FIT: Regular
SIZE: M-3XL

Nylon 900-D, Ballistic nylon

FEATURES:

++ Removable sleeves
++ Comfortable mesh lining
++ Built-in neck brace cover
++ Ventilation system
++ Built-in slot for water tube
++ Right side sleeve transparent pocket for
check point time
++ Adjustment at waist and cuff

black/orange - 1009

SCOTT 350 ENDURO JACKET

black/green- 1043

240926

Designed for easy neck brace integration the 350 Enduro jacket provides all the high-end
features a rider needs. Strong water repellence, full ventilation and removable sleeves make it
easy to adapt in changing weather conditions. A perfect choice for any rider that is looking for
comfort, durability and functionality.
CONSTRUCTION: Oxford HD Polyamide fabric
with weatherproof DWR finishing
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyamide, LINING: 100%
Polyester
INSULATION: Breathable mesh lining
FIT: Regular
SIZE: M-3XL

FEATURES:

++ Equipped for neckbrace use
++ Comfortable collar with soft binding
++ Stretch panels for best action
++ Removable sleeves
++ Climate comfort by chest, back and sleeve
ventilation
++ Pockets for optional SAS-TEC protectors
++ Ballistic Nylon reinforcements
++ TPR rubber applications
++ 1 inner pocket
++ 2 waterproof waist pockets with
handwarmer pockets
++ 1 timecard and rear pocket
++ Water bladder pocket for optional
Hydrapak®
++ Adjustments at waist, hem, sleeve and cuff

black/orange - 1009
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black/white- 1007
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SCOTT ADVENTURE 2 JACKET

240927

Reinvented for the new collection the Adventure 2 jacket features removable sleeves, direct
ventilation and waterproofing treatment. With multiple pockets for tools and hand warmers this
jacket is all you need to be prepared on the trails.
CONSTRUCTION: 600D Polyester fabric with
weatherproof DWR finishing
COMPOSITION: 100% Polyester, LINING: 100%
Polyester
INSULATION: Breathable mesh lining
FIT: Regular
SIZE: M-3XL

FEATURES:

++ Comfortable collar with soft fleece
++ Climate comfort by ventilation system
++ Removable sleeves
++ TPR rubber applications
++ 1 inner pocket
++ 1 chest pocket
++ 2 waterproof waist pockets with
handwarmer pockets
++ 1 timecard and rear pocket
++ Adjustments at waist, hem, sleeve and cuff

black/orange - 1009
black/grey- 1001

SCOTT ADVENTURE 2 PANT

240922

Matching the Adventure 2 jacket the pants are designed with the same weather versatility and
functionality. Large stretch panels and allow for easy mobility making these pants a perfect
choice for comfort and practicality.
CONSTRUCTION: 600D Polyester fabric with
weatherproof DWR finishing
COMPOSITION: 95% Polyester, 5% Leather,
LINING: 100% Polyester
INSULATION: Breathable mesh lining
FIT: Regular
SIZE: 30-44

black/orange - 1009

| 056

FEATURES:

++ Comfortable fleece lining inside the
waistband
++ Stretch panels for best action
++ Climate comfort by ventilation system
++ 1.2mm cowhide leather reinforcement with
embossing inside the right knee
++ TPR rubber applications
++ 2 cargo pockets
++ Snap and hook closure
++ Adjustments at waist and hem

black/grey- 1001
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SCOTT RAIN JACKET

220914

This lightweight PVC slicker features elastic trim and a back pocket with Velcro closure. Now you
can compete against the weather rather than hiding from it.
COMPOSITION:
FIT: Regular
SIZE: S-3XL

PVC

FEATURES:

++ Easily packable
++ Elastic cuffs on sleeves
++ Vents with Velcro closures
++ Back pocket with Velcro closure
++ Mesh comfortable collar

clear- 0060

SCOTT ERGONOMIC PRO DP RAIN
JACKET
SHELL FABRIC: Stretchable breathable,
windproof and waterproof DRYOsphere
membrane
MATERIAL:
FIT:

65% Polyurethan, 35% Polyester

Regular

SIZES:

233748

FEATURES

++ Waterproof labyrinth closure system
++ Safety belt
++ Reflective elements for best visibility
++ Adjustments at collar and cuff
++ Comes with a transportation-bag

XS-4XL

black - 0001

yellow - 0005

SCOTT ERGONOMIC PRO DP RAIN
PANT
SHELL FABRIC: Stretchable breathable,
windproof and waterproof DRYOsphere
membrane
MATERIAL:
FIT:

65% Polyurethan, 35% Polyester

Regular

SIZES:

233749

FEATURES

++ High-waisted kidney area
++ Reflective elements for best visibility
++ Adjustments at waist
++ Comes with a transportation-bag

XS-4XL

black - 0001
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APPAREL OVERVIEW
240914 450 PODIUM JERSEY

black/blue - 1004

240911 350 DIRT JERSEY

grey/black - 1019

pink/green - 2393

green/blue - 2278

blue/orange - 1454

240912 350 RACE JERSEY

grey/blue - 1100

black/yellow - 1040

black/white - 1007

blue/yellow - 1054

240913 350 TRACK
JERSEY

blue/orange - 1454

240915 350 DIRT JUNIOR JERSEY

green/blue - 2278

blue/red - 1105

240916 350 TRACK JUNIOR JERSEY

J U N IO R

blue/orange - 1454

black/green - 1043

blue/orange - 1454

black/yellow - 1040

240920 450 PODIUM PANT

black/blue - 1004

blue/orange - 1454

grey/black - 1019

pink/green - 2393

green/blue - 2278

blue/orange - 1454

240918 350 RACE PANT

grey/blue - 1100

black/green - 1043

240917 350 DIRT PANT

black/yellow - 1040

black/white - 1007

blue/yellow - 1054

240919 350 TRACK PANT

blue/orange - 1454

240923 350 DIRT JUNIOR PANT

green/blue - 2278

blue/red - 1105

240924 350 TRACK JUNIOR PANT

J U N IO R

blue/orange - 1454

| 060

black/green - 1043

blue/orange - 1454

black/yellow - 1040

blue/orange - 1454

black/green - 1043
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APPAREL OVERVIEW
240600 450 PODIUM GLOVE

black/blue - 1004

240598 350 RACE GLOVE

grey/black - 1019

pink/green - 2393

green/blue - 2278

240599 350 TRACK GLOVE

green/blue - 2278

blue/red - 1105

black/white - 1007

blue/orange - 1454

240597 350 DIRT GLOVE

blue/orange - 1454

black/green - 1043

240601 350 DIRT KIDS GLOVE

blue/orange - 1454

blue/yellow - 1054

240602 350 TRACK KIDS GLOVE

J U N IO R

grey/blue - 1100

black/yellow - 1040

black/yellow - 1040

237583 250 GLOVE

black - 0001

225498 350 NB JACKET

red - 0004

black/green - 1043
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orange - 0036

240926 350 ENDURO JACKET

black/white - 1007

240922 ADVENTURE 2 PANT

black/grey - 1001

blue/orange - 1454

217721 RIDGELINE GLOVE 237585 ASSAULT GLOVE

black/lime green - 2897

black/orange - 1009

black/grey - 1001

233748 ERGONOMIC PRO
DP RAIN JACKET

black/orange - 1009

black - 0001

240927 ADVENTURE 2 JACKET

clear - 0060

black/white - 1007

220914 RAIN JACKET

black/orange - 1009

clear - 0060

233749 ERGONOMIC PRO
DP RAIN PANT

clear - 0060

clear - 0060
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